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bstract

An interesting universal modeling tool for rechargeable lithium batteries is presented in this paper. The generic model is based on an equivalent

ircuit technique commonly used in electrochemical impedance characterization. Therefore, the parameters used in the model can be easily
arameterized from the electrochemical impedance derivations, which provide a convenient integration with experimental cell characterizations.
uch integration offers the universality in this modeling approach.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Rechargeable lithium batteries (RLB) remain to be the bat-
ery of choice for consumer electronics, telecommunication,
pace, hybrid power sources, and military applications due to
heir availability, maturity, and cost. For reliable operation of
LB in these applications, accurate life prediction capability is

hus of significant value to the industry and consumers. Predict-
ng battery performance and service life is a very challenging
ask, but reward for such a capability is very attractive. The
bility to predict battery life accurately can enhance the conve-
ience, reliability, utility, and mobility of RLB as power sources
n real-life applications. However, predicting battery service life
n practical applications remains problematic, due to the lack
f established techniques to achieve such prediction, even with
rastic improvements in computer power and software capabil-
ty [1–8] since 1990s. Meanwhile, experimental techniques that
llow detailed investigation of interfacial and bulk properties of
lectrode materials have contributed to a better understanding
f cell performance and degradation [9]. It is considerably eas-
er now to develop an integrated battery testing and simulation

apability to assist battery R&D and operation [10].

A viable approach to enable battery performance and ser-
ice life prediction is to develop realistic computer simulation
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apabilities. A practical simulation and modeling tool, however,
eeds to bridge the gap between laboratory test results and real-
ife data so that laboratory test results can be used to predict
nticipated performance in real life.

In this work, we present an effort to use an equivalent circuit
odel (ECM) to develop a battery simulation tool for lithium ion

ells. This generic modeling approach is simple but useful since
t can allow accurate prediction of battery performance using
ata collected in the laboratory tests [8]. Since the modeling
pproach uses parameters derived from typical electrochemi-
al characterizations, such as charge and discharge curves, this
odeling tool can be very versatile to simulate any cell chem-

stry with minimal details in the chemistry itself. Therefore, this
pproach is more phenomenological than mechanistic.

. Principles

The simplicity of an ECM approach relies on its direct cor-
espondence with complex impedance characteristics of the
ell; therefore, this approach can simulate battery performance
haracteristics directly from monitoring and measuring condi-
ions of the cell operation. Conventionally, we use equivalent
ircuits to interpret the data obtained from electrochemical

mpedance spectroscopic (EIS) measurements. Inversely, in the
CM approach, the associated equivalent circuit can be used as

he tool to predict battery behavior. Fig. 1 presents an example of
n ECM used in this study, where Vo corresponds to the open cir-
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Fig. 3a presents the results of C/5 cycle (symbols) and the
ig. 1. Schematic representation of an equivalent circuit model (ECM) used in
he work.

uit voltage (OCV) of the cell as a function of the state-of-charge
SOC); R1 is the ohmic contribution including contact resistance,
hich is usually constant and can be determined using the EIS

echnique. It is also logical to determine R2 and R3 using the EIS
echnique. Nonetheless, in practical applications, this process is
ime consuming and often subject to human intervention, as they
re, most of the time, SOC-dependent.

A simplified approach can be used to derive R2 and R3 from
he Ohmic law, i.e., V = IR. This simple relation can be used to
etermine the experimental resistance (Rexp) as a function of
he SOC. More precisely, from the experimental data we can
erive Rexp using �V = Rexp �I in the charge discharge cycles
nd with a close approximation of IR-free voltage to estimate
CV. As long as we can determine a polarization potential dif-

erence between two rates, we can estimate Rexp. Knowing Rexp,
e can further estimate the IR-free voltage, which can be used

o further infer the SOC for the specific Rexp; therefore,

V ⇒ VOCV − VC/n = Rexp(IOCV − IC/n) ⇐ Rexp�I

hereas, IOCV = 0,

exp = − (VOCV − VC/n)

IC/n

nd,

2 + R3 = Rexp − R1

The difficulty of this approach is to determine the SOC of the
ell precisely. This issue has been discussed elsewhere [11,12].
he model described in [8], which is similar to the present work
ut using a different ECM to describe the cell characteristics,
id not employ SOC based on thermodynamic consideration.
nstead, it used the SOC determined by capacity-based interpre-
ation according to [13] in the simulation. In addition, the prior

odel did not consider R1 and R2 as rate-dependent parame-

ers. Such a rate-dependent consideration was employed in the
urrent model, as represented in R3. This consideration does
mprove the accuracy of the prediction.

c
(
a

ig. 2. (a) C/25 charge and discharge curves as a function of SOC and (b)
yquist plot from a complex impedance measurement at 100% SOC.

. Experimental

A commercial graphite (G) | LiCoO2 cell was used in this
ork as a model system for study. The cell has been cycled at
/25, C/5 and C/3 using a Solartron 1470 station. The cycling
ata of the cell under C/25 charge and discharge regimes were
sed as the benchmark of the cell, so a definitive capacity versus
OC relationship can be established (Fig. 2a) for this particular
hemistry. The cycling data obtained under C/5 and C/3 rate
ere used to determine the rate dependence of the parameters

n the model. The parameters obtained in this procedure allow
he simulation of cell performance.

As shown in [11,12], the cause of capacity loss in the cell
s often due to rate-associated undercharge. In order to deter-

ine the degradation of the cell, a second cell was subjected
o a cycle life evaluation using the dynamic stress test (DST)
chedule and reference performance tests (RPT), according to
he U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC) test proce-
ures [13]. The RPT consists of four core tests; three on the
ell capacity under constant current, constant power, and DST
egimes; and one related to the test of SOC-dependent peak
ower capability. The charge regime was performed with the
lgorithm provided by the manufacturer, which is a two-step
onstant-current constant-voltage (CC–CV) procedure.

. Results and discussion

The C/25 cycling behavior is considered close to OCV
Fig. 2a) and R1 was determined by EIS (Fig. 2b). In the first
et of experiments, we considered R2 and R3 SOC-dependent.
e, however, did not separate R2 and R3. Instead, a lumped R
ill be used to represent R2 + R3. In order to verify if R is rate
ependent, we calculated the resistance values from C/5 and C/3
ischarge and charge regimes, respectively.
urve obtained from linear interpolation of experimental data
solid line). Due to undercharging, no experimental data were
vailable in the charge regime between 84% and 100% SOC.
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ig. 3. (a) Experimental (dotted line) and interpolated (solid line) C/5 cycle. (
dotted line) and interpolated (solid line) C/3 cycle. (d) Calculated RC/3 dis (soli

hrough extrapolation, we projected a hypothetic charge curve
n this SOC range from the last three charging data points that
rovide the trend line. The extrapolation allowed us estimate
pproximated resistance values for this SOC range. Fig. 3b
hows the calculated discharge (solid line) and charge (dotted
ine) resistance values. They are denoted as RC/5 dis and RC/5 ch
or the discharge and charge regime, respectively. Using the
ame method, we obtained Fig. 3c and d for C/3 cycle.

By comparing Fig. 3b and d, as shown in Fig. 4a and b for
ischarge and charge regimes, respectively, we noticed that there

re some distinct differences between the C/5 and C/3 resistance
alues and trends. In the discharge regime, the shape of the resis-
ance curves is very similar, while the difference between the two
aries slightly, depending on SOC. In the charge regime, both the

b
c
i
a

Fig. 4. Comparison of (a) RC/5 dis and RC/3 dis, and (b) RC/5
lculated RC/5 dis (solid line) and RC/5 ch values (dotted line). (c) Experimental
) and RC/3 ch values (dotted line).

hape and disparity between the two resistance curves become
ore noticeable, particularly in the regions above 65% SOC and

elow 15% SOC. It should be noted that the difference in the
harge resistance at high SOC (i.e., >65%) might be originated
rom the extrapolation, as the charge potential for SOC > 65% at
/3 was estimated without validation. The observation of resis-

ance disparity warranted us to conduct the following analysis
o assess the sensitivity of these differences in model prediction
ith rate dependency.
With RC/3 dis and RC/3 ch values, a synthetic C/5 cycle has
een simulated from the model and the charge and discharge
urves are presented in Fig. 5a. In comparison with the exper-
mental data (dotted lines), the simulated curves (solid lines)
re fairly close to the experimental results. Upon close exam-

ch and RC/3 ch (RC/5: solid lines, RC/3: dotted lines).
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frame of the reaction kinetics. The abrupt change in the elec-
trochemical potential within the phase boundaries is therefore
quite visible. As rate increases, the distinct feature in phase
transformation is becoming indiscernible, as reflected in the cor-
ig. 5. (a) Simulated C/5 cycle using SOC-dependent RC/3 values. (b) Simulated
/3 cycle using SOC-dependent RC/5 values. (Solid lines: simulated; dotted lines:
xperimental).

nation, we found that the C/5 polarization potential using the
/3 resistance seemed overestimated, since the simulated dis-
harge curve is under the experimental data; and, vice versa, we
bserved that the simulation is over the experimental data in the
harge curve.

If we employed RC/5 dis and RC/5 ch to derive C/3 cycle, as
hown in Fig. 5b, the simulated discharge and charge curves were
hen displaced by underestimations in polarization potential, as
xhibited by the discernable disparity between the simulated
urves and the experimental results in Fig. 5b.

In light of these results, we suspect that the resistance is
ate dependent. We also noticed that the shape of the resistance
urve at different rates exhibits abrupt changes that is not mono-
onic but in a complex fashion. It is therefore plausible that the
ariation of the resistance curves with SOC may be related to
hase transformations, including staging of the anode material.
nterestingly, the regions where the resistance curve showed the
brupt change in trend are in agreement with the region where the
taging was expected to occur. This observation is comprehen-
ible. Since staging exhibits a potential change within a narrow
omposition range, we shall expect an abrupt change in the cell
oltage reflecting the staging phenomenon. Therefore, an abrupt
hange in resistance curve should be expected.

To address the rate dependent issue, we use the following
pproach to assess the sensitivity of the rate dependence. If the
ate dependence of the resistance was weak, we applied RC/5
nd RC/3 to simulate C/2 and 1C discharge curves (Fig. 6). The
esults of both C/2 and 1C simulations show that the portion
f the curves in the high SOC (>65%) region is in agreement
ith experiments. Nevertheless, as soon as the anodic staging
ccurs, the simulation began to show significant disparity with
he experimental data. The degree of mismatch increases with

he difference in rate. An even higher disparity is observed when
he last staging occurs.

It becomes apparent now that the phase transformation,
uch as the staging of the anode, plays a unique role in the

F
r

ig. 6. Discharge curves at C/2 and 1C rate. Curves (a) and (d) are experimental
ata. Curves (b) and (e) are calculated from RC/3. Curves (c) and (f) are from

C/5.

esistance correspondence with rate in charge and discharge
egimes. This correspondence of resistance with rate and SOC
s depicted in Fig. 7a. Comparing the difference in resistance
urves between C/5 and 1C, as shown in Fig. 7b, we begin to
bserve the rate effect. One can perceive that, when the rate
s low, the phase transformation remains distinct with the time
ig. 7. (a) Correspondence of cell resistance as a function of SOC and discharge
ate, and (b) comparison of C/5 and 1C resistance curves.
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esponding resistance curve. Eventually, the resistance curve at
C becomes smooth and featureless with SOC. A high fidelity
f simulation requires us to pay attention to these details. It is
lso useful to point out that those details can be derived from
xperimental data, with less degree of emphasis on mechanistic
nderstanding.

. Conclusion

A simple, general purpose, cost-effective battery modeling
pproach using equivalent circuit model can offer high fidelity
imulation of battery performance. When we paid attention to
ate and SOC dependence of resistance, the simulation leads to
n improved prediction of cell performance. This simulation tool
an be integrated with cell testing to derive useful information
or improving battery design and performance. This integrated
esting and simulation (ITS) approach may allow us to develop a
ophisticated battery model without detailed mechanistic under-
tanding of the chemistry.
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